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Regular Equimodular Setc of Matrices 
for Generalized Matrix Functions 
set are the gew~aliztd mztrix functions d:(A) := zaa x(b) nr=,, q,(,) 
where Ci is a subgroup of SoA) and x is a linear character. Expansions of 
these functions in terms of cyclic products and principal majors are 
derived (Sets. 2.9(ii), 2.12, 2.13). 
Let A be an H x R. complex matrix and let &* denote the set of matrices 
W such that b,, = aid and Ihill < 1~1 for i # i and I < i, i < K In Sec. 3, 
conditions are derived for regularity of sd,O with respect to column and 
row linear matrix functions determined by the cycles of a complete set I-,f 
permutations. Let Z be a complete set of permutations and f be a function 
determined on the Z-cycles of A. Suppose there exists B s1.14~ that ibijl = 
!aijl and b,, > 0 for 1 < i, i < 12, with the property thi\t for each Z-cvcle 
y, if P, is the permutation matrix associated with y (Sec. 2.6(k)), we lkve 
f(P,) I-IT8 b. L__l tY(i) < 0. Then $_.io is regular with respect to f if and only if 
,i is positive OJI all principal majors of B. Furthermore (Sec. 3.8), 
:: , I min If(C) j = f(B). 
cEng*O 
In Sec. 4 i:he determinant function is shown to have the property that 
if A is an $2. :< la matrix with qi 2 0 and (I,~ < 0 for j # i, 1 .< i, j < $1, 
then for each cycle y, det(PJ nyE1 tz e’Vti) < 0 (Sec. 4.4). Thus in the case 
that f is the determinant, Theorem 3.8 is the classical M-matrix propert! 
discussed by Ostrowski ‘11, Satz 11. As a corollary, we have for eacll 
complex matrix-A (Sec. LCB), 
min iper i > rnin (det B 1. 
We then present an example 
made by Gibson [S] that if 
fmQ0 
whirl1 can be used to verify a statement 
then 
min iper Bl > 0, 
HEq 
but (Sec. 4.9) 
min jdet Bi = 0. 
s&q’ 
An investigation of inequalities between two generalized matrix 
functions d$, dxrc? with GI a subgroup of G, is made (SOW 4.10 and 4. i 1). 
111 particular if A is an $1. n’ t2 matrix, A > 0, and rd,‘; is a generalized mat ris 
function, then there exists a diagonal matrix b 2 o such that for any 
diagonal matrix 11 2 Li (Sec. 4.12) 
This section is concluded by constructing an marnple to show that 
in general D is not the zero matrix. A generalized matris function is found 
tvhich vanishes on a diagonally dominant matrix. 
If f is a column and row linear matrix function and .-I is an 11 IZ 
camplex matrix, then a comples number 2 is said to he an f-rcmt of A if 
iM - nr) = 0. 
In Sec. 5 the regularity theorems of Sees. 3 and 4 are used to derive 
bounds for the f-roots of a matris (SW. 5.2). fls a corolinrv we detain a 
sharp bound for the eigenvalucs of L?_, o due to I’arga s 13, Thcr~rern tF, 
(SW. 5.4). 
For an N x 11 complex matrix, A, let Q4 be the smallest cquinlcldulal 
set containing A (Sec. 5.6). I’sing a theorem discussed by BradI+* 1 , 
?‘lleorem 2. ‘ 1:) it is shown that 
if and onlv if there exists y in (2 such that (Sec. 5.7) (Kotation 2.6(ivjf 
As a. special case, if fI,(’ is the determinant function, Ik3-1 obtain tlkc 
Camion-Hoffman Theorem i.41. These results are then used to obtain 
bounds for the d,‘; roots of a maIris (Sec. 5.13). I[f &” is the determinant 
function we obtain a result due to Levinger and \‘arga $3, Theorem 3’. 
In Sec. 6 a recursive method is described for constructing c:olumn-row 
linear matrix functions which are regular on the set of diagonally dominant 
matrices (Sec. 6.4). The paper is concluded by showing that the classical 
ovals of C.assini bound for the eigenvalues of a matrix established by 
Ostrowski 111 l:]and A. Brauer Ej, is a sharp bound for both the eigenvalucs 
and the permanental roots (Sec. G. 15). 
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2. CYCLIC PKOIIUCT EXPANSIONS 
NOTATION 2.1. Let $2 be a positive integer. 
(i) (n) will denote the set { 1, 2,. . . , N). 
(ii) If a C, (a), occ = {i E (W) : i $ a). 
(iii) If a C_ (n.), S, will denote the symmetric group on a. 
(iv) If 0 E Stn), Of, = (i: fl’i) = i}. 
(V) If C E S[*g)# 0’ = (@fix)‘* ~9 will be called the su/$ovt of CT. 
(vi) We will let I denote the identity permutation. 
(vii) If 2 = (gl, Q,. . . , G,) where Z E Sin), then we say % is ;! 
disjoint set of permutations if 2’ # i implies c$ n cis = (3. 
DEFINITIOX 2.2. Let Z be a subset of .Sln) with I an clement of %. 
Z is said to be a colzzplek set of ~wmutatiom if and only if: 
(i) For all elements q, (Jo of 2 if cq and + are disjoint, then qua E %. 
(ii) For all cr E 2, if there exist disjoint permutations ol, g’z in Si,!) 
such that c = qg2 then cl E Z implies CT? E Z. 
REMARK 2.3. Tf G is a subgroup of .StR), then (7 is a complete set of 
permutations. 
DEFIMTIOSS 2.4. Let Z be a complete set of permutations. 
(i) The permutation o E % is said to be a Z-cyck if o cannot 1~ _ 
expressed as a product of two disjoint elements in % neither of which is 1. 
We denote by g(Z) the set of Z-cycles. 
(ii) If 1 < j < $2, then [ilz = (rr E &?I) : c(j) # j). 
(iii) If a C_ (N), then a& = (a E Z: a 5 Gfix)w 
REMARKS 2.5. (i) If Z = S, ), then #(Z) is the usual set of c\‘clr\s. 
(ii) Let Z be a complete set .If permutations. If 0 E Z, (7 # 2 thtY1 
it is easily seen by a simple indrv.ctive argument on the number of orbh 
of a that thereexists a positive int ,ager Y, and disjoint Z-yk~,~, @, . . . , /i;: 
such that d = &u&D l 9 . Iof”,. 
(iii) For the case Z = Stli), the factorization of d into disjoint .q(,,,- 
cycles is unique. In general this is not possible. For example, liht 
2 = {I, (12)(34), (H)(M), (34)(M), (Sfi)(TS), (1%)(78), (43)(‘is), 
(12)(34)(56)(78)}. 
Then 2 is a group. 
(12)(56)(34)(W) = ; (M)(Bfi)‘i; (34)(78) 1, 
(iv) If Z is a complete set 
pick a factorization of 0 into 
factorization will remain f ised 
factorization by a = /l,“&fl l l l 
rnined by 0 and Z. 
= (12)(78)ii(34)(5ti):, 
= j (H)(34)]i (66)(78)C 
(v) If 2 is a complete set of permutations and x G (H) then z:, is 
also a complete set of permutations. 
(vi) In the sequel, Z will alwavs denote a complete .;et of permutations. 
XOTATIOS 2.6. (i) Let Cc denote the romplex field. 
{ii) If r is a pktive integer, and do and p are noneml,t\~ subwtt; of (VI 
anhi (H) respectively, then U&6 will denote the set of matrices .-I = (nil) 
with complex coefficients where i E $x and j E IL We denote C,,, lx C,. 
(iii) If A E C(,,, and CT E Stlcb, then we define &A = rIiE,,.s ~~~~~~~ 
(iv) If 0 E Sfn), let P, E U& denote the permutation matris sucl~ that 
ior :I11 -4 E Q=(a), if /3 = 1’,,;1, then h,, = Cl,(i)j for I K i, i < 12. . . ._ 
hFINITIOI\; 2.7. (i) Let U(Z) denote the set of functions lz from 
#{z) into C such that jFt(y) 1 < 1 for all y E y’@J). 
(ii) Let I;(%) denote the set of matrix functions f from Car) mto @ 
sU(% that there is h 62 H(Z) for which 
REMARKS 2.8 . . (i) If f E F(Z), f”f = 1. 
(ii) If h E H(Z), h,, = h.. 
(iii) The generalized matrix functions d:; where G is a subgroup of 
St*) are contained in F(G). 
(iv) If f E F(Z), then f is a column-row linear. 
NOTATION 2.9. Let a, /I 2 ($2). Let ,4 E C,,, and f E F(Z). 
(i) Denote by A (al/I) the matrix B = A (G#) E d=o,I where: 
(a) bij t a,jfori$aand j$#I. ’ 
(b) Bdi = 1 for iEaor iE:p. 
(C) b,j = 0 otherwise. 
(ii) Tf x = /j then ;4(a) will denote .4 (ala). A 
/mkcipal ma~ior. 
(iii) Define /a by f,(A) = /\A (a)j. 
(iv) We use the convention that niEk3 [#ii = 1 where 0 is the empty wt. 
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REMARK 2.11. Let f E F(Z) and oc z (tit). If (r E 3~:~ then o restricts to 
a permutation CT’ of (PZ)‘~ x. For H E @ze we may define 
Then fdc’ E F(ai,). If A E U&) and Ama is the submatrix formed bv the 
intersection of the CK’ rows and OP columns of A indexed in tlwir natural 
order then f,‘(A,“) = fGl (a)-! = f,(A). Thus we may regard 1% as a function 
in F(a$J on CXCD 
‘I*I~EoRI~~ 2.12. Let f E F(Z), A E a=,,,,, ad j E’ (n). 7’htvr~ 
Proof. By Sec. 2.7, 
IA i E ($8). We then partition 2 into two sets. Let X = (‘a E Z: d(j) # j). 
Then 2 = X u {j}fix* If cs E X, let /I,“&” l l l /If, be the factorization of 
G into disjoint Z-cycles. Then there exists k, 1 < k < Y, SUCK that &‘E 172. 
)-lence 
I’l~us, by Lemma 2.10, 
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. [A (&, k, . . .s Lt)] l 
Proof. The proof is by induction on Y. If Y = 1, the statement of the 
c.orollary reduces to Theorem 2.12. Assume the corollary is true for I - 1 
where Y > 1. Let a = {il, i2,. . l , iv}. Then by the inductive hypothesis 
f(A) = ( > f&i, f{f,.f2 .*r., i,_,,(A) SE.1 
f{i, ,rEz ,...,5,_1)(A) = fV (G, e,, l l . ? L-1)]* 
By Theorem 2.12, 
fTA( . il, L,. . . , k,_,)] = n,,ft;,,[A(il, a&, l l l , i,_l)] 
By Notation 29(ii) 
= ~i*,B’2,...*i,} f (A) l 
If y E [iJz for some s, 1 < s < <. - 1, then [7&n (ir, iB, . . . , iv_,)] = 0, 
Thus 
Combin&g formulas (2.13b) and (2.13a) completes the inductive step. m 
EXAMPLE 2.14, Let 2 = &,, f be the determinant function alId 
a = (1). Then [1jSt3, = {(12), (13), (123), (132)). For A E Cts,, det A~1 =
%detA(l) - ( a12ag1) det A (12) - (c13a31 det A(13) + a12a23aSt + a13i~32(~~iq 
REMARK 2.15. In view of Remark 2.11, the formulas in Theorem 2.12 
and Corollary 2.13 arc useful for inductive arguments since they provide 
expansions in terms of the cyclic products of a matrix and functions 
determined on the Z-cycles of the complementary principal majors. Notice 
that the formula in Cordlary 2.13 is linear in /Q(Y) where y is a Z-cycle 
c)ccurring in the expansion. Each k,(y) occurs exactly once. 
;).CoNDITIOXS FOR REGULARITY 
NOTATION 3.1. Let f E I;(%) and A E a=,,,. 
(i) Denote bv J/ the set d 
Proof. This follows from the conditions for equality in the triangle 
inequality. n 
(3.3a) 
(i) Let i E (n). Suppose Ib&B(a’[i)] 1 < Ci-ci j&f[~(#]le Then there 
is a matrix P, P E aA0 such that lpdjl < l&,1 for i # i, 1 -< i < % pk, = bkI 
otherwise, and j(p) = 0. This contradicts our regularity assumption. 
Hence 
(ii) Assume minBEq I j(B) 1 = f j(E) 1. Then for 2: E (H), 
if(E)f = leiif[E(ili)! 1 - 2 lt+jf[E(ilj)]a (3.3b) 
jsi 
For i # i, if j[E(i/i)] # 0, then leijl = laiil. ‘Ilf Ij[E(ilj)]l = 0 then 4ij 
may be chosen so leiil = !nirl. Since i was arbitrary, E may be chosen so 
jq = IA. 
4 
(iii) if in (ii), j(E) > 0, then by (3.34 
By (3.3a), 
f(E) = eiiff.E(*ili)] + C eijji‘E(ilj)!, 
j#i 
HencebyLemma3.2,eiij[E(ili)] > 0. But t”+i =aii > O.T~US j[E(ili)] > 0. a 
In the next technical lemma we consider only functions determined 
by the Z-cycles of a matrix. 
Proof. Let f and A satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Let j5 f &‘J 
g E J,“t and a G (n), a = (i, , is, . . . , i,). By Corollary 2X1, 
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Assume 
‘l’hen there is a q E J,” such that 
MY) I G lk?(Y)l for 
with 
y $ [i,j for 1 
h(Y) = h,(y) otherwise, and q(B) = 
assumption. Thus 
0. This contradicts our regularity 
inf inf /q(B)I > 0. 
QE& B&I) /,O 
Proof. Let f E F(Z), A E U&, A 2 0. 
(i) Let Y = {x E @: ~BE&!$, 3q E Jr2 and q(B) = w}. By (Xii) 
and (&Iv), Y is a closed and bounded subset of @. Thus, there exists 
go Jfz and EEQ~O such that min,,lpz rninsEaAu Iq(R) 1 = [g(E) I. 
(ii) Let g E J,” and E E 52,O be such that minq+ mined,0 Iq(B) I= 
iR(E) I= 
By Lemma 3.4 and since E minimizes we have for any a Z_ (N), x = 
( i,, i2, . l ., id 
)’ 
By Corollary 2.13, 
Hence by Lemma 3.2, WC have, if each of the following terms is IWIKW~C~, 
that 
foreachyEje,l,,y~[i,JZfor 1 <v$+-- 1. 
(a) If a = (n), then nier aid r 0. Since g(E) # 0, we ha,ve I)? tlw 
above argument g(E) > 0. TLus, for all rx Z (P&), I_Iier +cS,(E) > 0. 
Since aii > 0, for 1 < i < g* we have for all a C (n), g,(E) > 0. 
(b) Let j E ($2). Then for a = (j> and y E f ill?, h,(y)(I1,E)g,,,~E(jlj) :s:. 0. 
Thus, Iz,(J#~~$) < 0. Since j was arbitrary, it follows that fo; all y E 1(/(z), 
UN&E) < 0. 
(c) This is immediate from (3.3ii). 
(d) Let j E (n). Then 
Since g minimizes with respect to Jfz, if n,E + 0 then j&(y) 1 = /h,(y) 1. 
If l&E = 0 then g may be chosen so in, 1 = /h&) 1, Since i was ar- 
bitrary (d) follows. l 
Proof. The proof is by induc:ion on II. If 11 = 1, the lemma is obvious. 
Let 12 > 1 and assume the lernmz. is true for I -5 K cz ?I. For R E _Q,lo anc’f 
g E Jr? g(B) = nllg[B(lll)j + xT..2 h&3(lij)j. Let %’ = {I)&. In 
view of Remark 3.11 and by our inductive assumption, there esists D’ = 
(1) A, n,, . . . , d,,) such that 
Let 
Let 
Proof. (3) + (1). This is obvious. (1) - (2). This is immediate b\ 
Theorem 3.5. We shall show (21 + (3) -+ (4) -+ (2). 
(2) -+ (3). Let g and E satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Assume 
(2) holds. Let & 2 0, 1 < d < ~a, and let D’ = diag&‘, d2’, . . . , tl,‘). 
Then by (2), g(E + D’) 2 g(E). By Lemma 3.6 there is a D 2 0, D =. 
diag(dr,. . . 
. 
, d,) such that mmgsJjZ mineaoA+D lq(B)j > 0. If m&j 2 
l mhB~i?~~+~ Iq(B) 1 ,I 0, then by Th 
f 
eorem 3.5[ii(b, c, d)], since the functions 
in Jf are determined on the Z-cycles, and (flyE) = i.&(E + D)! for 
y E #J(Z), we have min,,J,Z ming~~+D lq(B) 1 = g(E + n). k‘or 0 < t < 1 
. . 
mlnqE.f,z mw3d n+Dt I q(B)1 is a continuous function of t. If for t E (0, Ij, . . 
mlnqEJgz mlnB&od+Dt [q(B) 1 > 0, thenmin,eJ zminBEQoa4_eDt I@) 1 = g(E + nf) . 
Since g(E + IX) > 0 for t E [O, 31, we hate minqEJgz minBEaoAsUI lq( H) 1 = 
’ g(E + ot). Hence minqEj,z minB&,o (4(B) 1 = g(E). 
(3) -+ (4). This is immediate since g E J/. 
(4) -+ (2). Assume (4) holds. The proof is by induction. If 92 = 1, 
(4) - (2) is obvious. nssume ft > 1 and (4) - (2) holds for 1 < k c II. BJ* 
Lemma 3.3 for all B E QAo and i E (II.), 
Thus 
By Hemark 2.11 and our ind..xtive hypotheses for all a E (~t)‘.~ (ill 
g&F?) > 0. That is, for all ,0 G . II) such that 1: E j3 we have g,(E) G 0. 
BY (b), g(E) is real valued. Since ;erIg[E( 1 II)] I > Cj+i /err1 ig[E(l Ii)] 1 am--l 
ellg[E(ifi)] > 0, we haveg(E) > ‘I. Hence, for all a, a c (+I), gJE) > 0. l 
Proof. Assume min,+z rninuaAo [q(B) 1 = g(E) 3 0 where E E Q/? Hy 
Theorem 3.6[ii(a)J, g(E + D) > g(E). Thus by Theorem 3.7, 
&THE DETERMINANT IS ESTREMAL 
NOTATION 4.1. Let f E F(Z) and A E d&. 
(i) Let S(f) E F(Z) be defined bv c 
Then II,(A )It,(dY) < 0 for all y E #(i?j and A > 0. 
(ii) Let cI be a mapping from U&) into Clnj such that .-i = .I{ where: 
( ) a 1t2ii = /aiil if 1 < i < fl, 
0-J) FPlij = - !tZijl if i # j and 1 < i, j < tt. 
REMARK 4.2. If A E CotI is such that ij = A and for all bc c (JI), 
det A (a) > 0, then A is said to be an M-matrix. There are many well-known 
quivalent characterizations of M-matrices (e.g. ‘Fiedler-Ptak i 51). 
Proof. Let D = diagjexp(iO,), exp(i&), . . . , exp(i6,)j be such that 
C= DA and Gii > 0 for 1 < i < M. Then IA 1 E Qco. Let g E Jr”. %ce 
&L))[ = 1, mhk~~Ao I&B) 1 = millHEJ;COiAl Ig(H) I. By Theorem 3.7, (4) implies 
(:I), if minB,q IS(‘)(E) i > 0, then minBE~+~ Ig(H) / >, n~in~E~~o,_~i /S(r,( U)1 = 
.‘\:cJ)( I.4 I> and ]Sf’( IA I) 1 = min~E~20i,l fWJ(I3) f = min~j,wA,~) jPj(A) i. 
Whence (i) and (ii) follow. l 
&oof. Let 2 be a linear character such that for o E (t[S,,,,j 
I 1 if OS 1xa.s an odd number of elements x(a) = 
‘I - I if aS has an even number of elements. 
Then 8:t”) . is the determinant function and (I&A’)&) < 0. l 
The following corollary is due to Ostrowski f 11, Satz 1:. 
Yroof. I’his is immediate from Theorem Xi, Xotation 4.1, a.nd Lemma 
4.4. m 
The following corollary appears to be nw. 
Proof. 1 f It = 1, the ttwrem is obvious. Aw~nte II > 1 anal the 
theorem is true for 1 < k < ~2. Assume &, Z,, f and g satisfy the hyoth- 
wzs of the theorem. Then, for 0 # ,GC E (tt j , fa and ga satisfy the indwtiw 
hypothesis. Heuce, there exist D’(a) = diag(d,‘, d.)‘. . . . ,- dll’j >- 0 w:h 
that for 13 > D’(E) and Zi’ = & for I’ = 1, 2, we have 
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exists D” E f&), II” = diag&“, dz”, . . . , d,“) with dt” > 0 for 1 < i < n 
such that min,qI rninBcQoAS D,,lq(B) I> 0. Similarly, thereexists D”‘E @o, 
13”’ = diag(dl”‘, d2”‘, . . . , d,“‘) > 0 such that minq+z, rninBdA+ D,,, I@) I> 
0. Let 
P = max{ &“’ : 1 -< i < ~3 U [to] U [di”: 1 < i < ~j U Is]}, 
and D’ = bI. Bv Corollarv 3.6 and Theorem 3.5, 
1 Y J 
0 < min min la(B)1 = 
qCJ,G HEQO_~ _n, 
S’f+l + D') < S”)(A + D’) 
Furthermore, by our 
all diagonal matrices 
Let 1 < i <R. 
inductive hypothesis, for each @ # a G (n) and for 
D, D 2 D’, S,(g)(A + D) < S,‘“(A -/- D). 
Pr00j. The proof is by Theorem 4.10 and the fact that for each IZ the 
group Stnj only has a finite set cf complete subsets %, For each 2 there 
REMARK 4.13. In view of Corollary 4.7 and Thtwrm 4. IO, it is 
reasonable to ask the following ye&ion. If f is a function deterrnined by 
the Z-cycles, then for all A E UI& is rninI~,~Q f/(B)’ 2 injnME~q !det B,‘f ?
The following counterexample +ows this is not true wt’n if Z is a group, 
i a generalized matrix function, and .-3^ and _I&matris. 
Let G = {I, (12)(34), (12)(56), (34)(66)}. Then G is a Cl;roup. For ATE G, 
define d,G(PJ = 1. Then rl,‘; is a pmxalized matrix fuwtioi~. Let 
) i:sl!Gl; 
0 
0 
yW(!A 1) = dXG(A) = (31’4)” -i- 3~.(31:“)2-exp(in!4) 14- 
= 3i(31/4)2 _ (31iQ)*j = (). 
DEFINITIOX 5.1. Let f E F(Z). Let A E Co,,. 
(ii) If Y c Ctnj, then we define 
Spc,( Y) = {A : 23 E Y such that it is an f-root of H}. 
Proof. Let E. E Spc,@,O). Then there exists 8 E Q,O such tilat 
g(B - AI) = 0. By Theorem 4.3 there exists E E Q~,_,, such that P(E) = 
0. Since E E Qi.__,, 
Thus A E Spc,,,, (Q_>) 
there exists L, E ,(2d) z I&I0 such that E = L - ?,I. 
and it: follows that S~C,(JZ,~) c Spc+ t,(9_.~~j. ‘h 
equalit! 
follows from Notation 4.1 and Theorem 3.7. (2) +.-+ (4). That is, for R E @ 
there is a diagonal matrix D such that /S(~)(D) 1 = 1 and D(A - Al) E!&_.~_.,~ . 
By Theorem 3.7, min~E~~,_q_,,I t kW(B\i # 0 if and ml\* if for all x r’ (,~r), , , . 
s,ty jiz - q > 0. 
Proof. f E F(&,j implies f E J$. TIIUS Corollary :5;,3 f~llt~s fnsnl 
Theorem 5.2 and Corollary ~5, n 
The next corollary is due to brga [ 13, Theorem 6:. 
COROIURY 5.4. Let A E CfT 
Spc,,,(Q.,,c’) =
% c bb 
ZJvoof. This is immediate from Corollary 4.5 and ‘f‘htwrcn~ 5.2. m 
The following fundamental theorem on multilinear polynomials is &N 
to Bradley [l, Theorem 2.1]. We state il: here without proof. 
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Let K, denote the set of all polynomials in tit variables which are of 
maximal degree one in each variable, and note that each member of K,,, 
can be written in the form &s(nt) n(S)T;l,Gpsxi, where the sum is extended 
over the 2” subsets of (1, 2,. . . , m )_ 
ovze coefficievtt 0: :< s&i&y dovvuklcs all the otlw coefficitwts of p 
those of q4.e. there exists a sztbsct .I,, of ( I, 2,. . . , m) such that 
We now restrict our attention to the set of generalized matrix functions. 
. 
=
 
. 
__.. 
6
 
Fvoof. This is immediate from Theorems 5.7 and 3.7. m 
The following corollarv is due to Camion and Hoffman 14 jw I0 
COROLLARY 6.11. I,& A E Clnj. The followi~~g d-m? equiT,aknt : 
(1) 
. 
rnm~~~( 4l ldet BI > 0. 
(2) 3cr E St,:, stich that fog all (x c (PZ), det .i3;,(,) > 0. 
PYOO/. (2) -+ (1) is immediate from Corollary 5.10. 
(1) .--* (2). This follows from Theorems 5.7 and 3.7. l 
The following- corollary is due to Gibson LS, Theorem 21. 
COROLLARY 5.1t ht ii E @ln,. 
Proof. If E, E Spc,,(&), then there is R E& such that per(H -- 11) = 
0. Whence by Corollary 5.9 there is a E E J&j_2., = J&1_2, such that 
det E = 0. Hence ;I E Spc,,(&). l 
The next theorem is due to B. W. Ixvinger :tnci K. S;. Varga [ 9, Tlwrem 3j. 
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THEOREM 5.14, Let A E (I’& Then 
is immediate by Corollaries 5.13 and 4.5. Conversely, if A E @ such that 
for all IT E: Stnj, there exists a c (n) such that 
det(A - ?.I)P,(a) < 0, then for all CF E Stnj, min (set 81 = 0. 
nEQo( A-II& 
Hence, by Theorem 5.7, mineEa,_,, jdet HI = 0. Thus J EL&+$&. m 
Parts (i) and (ii) of the next theorem are analogues of well known 
theorems for M-matrices [S, p. 4731 and 15, Theorem 4.51. 
NOTATION 5.15. (i) If x E @ then we let Re(x) denote the real part 
of X. 
(ii) If f E F(Z) and A E @(nj then we denote minAEspcf((Aj) 131 by ~u~(-.l). 
THEOREM 5.16. Let f E F(Z) and A E C& bt: swla ihat 
(a) for a21 sets cc) c_ (a) fiA(co)] > 0, 
(b) fov all y E $(Z), h&)H,(A) < 0. 
Then 
0) for ali i E (n), y,(A) < ,c.A(j)l, 
(ii) p,(A) is an f-root of A 4492 if 1 is aw f-root of A, thou Re A ;;$ ,+(A ). 
. (iii) If g E J,, B E QAo then ,c,(B) 2 p,(A). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on H. If f2 = 1 t hc t heocc:r~~ is 
ol:vious. L4ssume n > 1 and the theorem is true for 1 ~1 k q< ‘IZ s fs! 
assumption (b) and Theorem 2.12, for all j E (n), 
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If A = 0 then f(A) > 0. Lttt t, = min(q,, pr[A(2’)] : i E (n)}. By our 
inductiveassumptiononfyS, forall@ (PZ) andyE [&, the term lI&,A I/&4 - 21) 
is nonnegative for ii E: [0, tl]. Thus there exists i E [O, II] such that 
i( 1 ‘ - ir> = 0, and for 0 < i! < i and a c (n), f,(A - ).I) > 0. 
fl;r all j E (n), 
Thus 
and by Theorem 3.7 (2 + 1)) 
Let x E C, be such that Re(a) < i. Then there exists 3, E C such that 
Re(x) s< 3c < i. Let 8,, &, . . . , O,, be real numbers such that 
i> = diagi (n, I -- s) exp(&), (+ - .I-) exp(i&), . . . , (Q ,,,,, - x) exp(i0,)j 2 a’). 
Let 
D = diag[exp(i&), exp(i&) , . . . , exp(i&$. I 
Then 
I‘!w by Corollary 3.8, 
Thus p,(A) = i and hence is an f-root of A. Furthermore, if il is a!? j-.root 
of A then Re A ‘,a ,+(.4). Also, rf q E Jr, 13 E i&O then p&IS) > ,u.&4). 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let k and Y be positive integers. Let :I E ~~k~u~l.~. 
(i) Let i E (Y) . Then B = Ai will denote the matrix formed by 
deleting the ith column from A. 
(ii) Let j E (k), i E (Y). Let B = A,j denote the matrix formed l)!. 
deleting the jth row and the ith column from A. 
(iii) A is said to be diagonally dominant if ]criil > x>_ , iaij! for 
l<i<k. 
In Corollary 4.7, we show that if f E F[.S,,,] then minstiq f/(B) 1 12 
min~~~Ao ldet B/. In Corollary 4.6, we show rninBe+o ldet BI > 0 if and 
only if A is an M-matrix. In [S], Fiedler and Ptak show that if there 
exists a nonsingular diagonal matrix D such that I>-IAD is diagonall\ 
dominant then A is an M-matrix. We now proceed to drive another lower 
bound for if(B)1 for the case B is diagonally dominant and f E F(S,,,j. 
We also will derive another proof of the well known result that if 
,4 is diagonally dominant then (det A I # 0. 
Thy following theorem is related to a result for determinants due to 
Ostrowski 112-J. 
Proof. Assume (2) hold<. Let B E Ctnj such that R is diagonall!* 
dominant. Let A E @(njx,n+lj be such that 
Then /f(B) 1 = lf(4+,>1 > it(A,q = o* c onversely, assume (1) holds. Let 
k E (~4). Let A E @ (n)x(n+l) be such that ,4 is diagonally dominant. Tlwre 
exists 0 E [O, 24 such that al-g f(An,,) = exp(i0) arg f(A k). IAet f‘, = 
(cii) E Ctnj be defined as follows: 
ank -- exp(ie) ai,n+lt an,k+l ’ l ’ ann/ 
Then If( = jtf(A,+,)l - ~jfi~,P,)lj for t E [0, I]. For t E (0, lj, c, is 
diagonally dominant a Thus If(C,)j # 0 and jf(d47,.L1)i > ff(&.&)I = 
rfb~dl. m 
Proof. This is immediate by Theorem 6.2 since &I I) = f(A ). u 
THEOREM 6.4. 
Suj$ose tkere exists a colar~vv2.n and Yaw linear matrix jMv2CticiN q 022. Ccn_ 1j 
SNGh thid : 
(i) FOY B E @tn-lb if B is diagorzally dovvcivzavzt, thevz q(B) # 0. 
(ii) FOP each A E Cfa,, thYt? MiSt Oi E [O, 2Yl7j for 1 < 5’ < 11, SW?2 that 
f(_4) = i 431 j eXp(iOj) Q(A j’). 
j== 1 
(iii) For ail 0 E S (n_l) avd all A E @ cn-I,IQ(AeJl = ill(A)/. Ii A E @(n) 
is dz’agonaUy dowzimmt, then f(A) # 0. 
Proof. Assume f and q satisfy the above conditions. Let -4 E U&) be 
diagonally dominant. 
By (ii), 
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To demonstrate a use of this ,theorem for inductive proofs, we give 
another proof of a well-known theorem due to L&y (see [lo, pp. 139-147~). 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let A E Ctnj. If A is ddqonully dozmhmt, tktw : 
(i) det(A) # 0. 
(ii) per(A) # 0. 
(iii) If f E W&l, f(A) # 6. 
Boo/. The proof of (i) and (ii) is by induction on 12. Statements (i) 
and (ii) are obvious if ~8 = 1. Since both the determinant and permanent 
can be expanded by minors, (i) and (ii) follow by Theorem 6.4. The proof 
of (iii) follows by (4.7) and (i). l 
?+ooj:. This is immediate by Corollaries 6.5(iii) and 6.3, l 
NOTATION 6.7. Let A E Q=(,&). 
(i) ‘For 1 < i < ‘in, let Ri = Cj+i ;Qijfa 
(ii) .Denote by aAR the equimodular class 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let A E Ctprl ntzd f E FLS,,, i. Thx 
Proof. This is immediate by corollary ci.S(iii). 
REMARK 6.9. The special t ~WS of Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 6.8 art‘ 
known. If f is the determinant. then Theorem 6.6 is due to Ostrowski [I?_, 
and Corollary 6.8 is due to Ccrschgorin 1.71. If f is the permanent, the11 
Theorem 6.6 is due to Brenner [3] and Corollary 6.8 is due to Gibson l 8 . 
Another well-known bound for the eigenvaiues of a matrix knowu as 
the Ovals of Cassini is due to Ostrowski [ll] and A. Brauer 121. We state 
this bound without proof. 
THEOREM 6.10. Let n > 2. Let A E Cfn,, T/fen 
COROLI.ARY 6.11. Let n > 2. Let A E C,,, and f E I;&,). Then 
PYOOj. This is immediate by Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 6.10. m 
REMARK 6.12. In view of Corollary 6.8 and Theorem 6. IO, the ftjilowing 
question arises. Given ‘4 E C&), IZ 2: 3. Is 
The foliowing theorem shows the answer is no if 
NOTATION 6.14, Let .rl E C&. 
(ii) For ‘22 = 2, @(A)] will denote the set 
Proof. Let A4 E U.&). 
(i) Let qz, = 2. A complex number 2 is an element of Spcdet(&~~~) if and 
only if there exists B E f2,R such that det(B -- AI) s-’ 0. l’his occurs if and 
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only if laii - 21 la22 - 21 = R1R2. Thus Sp~,,(l(d,~) = a[@)]. The proof 
that Spc,,(QAR) = a[c(A)] follows similarly. 
(ii) Let FZ 2 3. By Theorem 6.I0, to complete the proof we wilJ s’l~~g 
C(A) c_ Spc&@& The proof that c(A) G Spcr,&&,R) is similar. 
If il E c(A), then there exists i # j such that laii - Al lajj - Al < IC,Kj. 
Without loss of generality we may assume A satisfies Iall - I(‘lagz - Al < 
R1R2. Let 0 < rl < RI be such that Iart - Al lazz - A/ = rlR2. J,et E 
be the matrix 
au Yt ( 1 R2 a22 . 
By (i), *ihere is a I; E QER such that det(F - A.2) = 0. 
We now consider two cases. 
CASE 1. w .= 3. 
If fh,[ + I%2 - Al # 0, let 
Then B E QAR. 
det(H - AI) = (a33 - jl) det(F - Al) + (K, - v,) 
io1 a22 - ?, 
l det -.___,_ i’LIRf3 i 4552 - w,7 - _-- .._._ -- ._ -. - --1-__P-..^_.-_* 
l/2: ’ + Ia22 - RI ll2lI + 14322 -- Al 
Jf It,,/ -+- laz2 - A[ = 0, then K2 = 0 and az2 = A. Let 
a11 4 0 
B = ( 0 a22 0 1 . 
0 R3 a33 
Then B E JZdiR and det(B - AI) = 0. 
CASE 2. n >, 4. Let 
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